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Freshmen Allie Scott and Max Ross play leads Annie Oakley and Frank Butler in the 2017 Homecoming musical "Annie Get Your Gun." The musical was 
also performed by students in 1975. The production follows sharpshooter Oakley's rise to fame in Buffalo Bill's Wild West show and her romance with 
fellow shooter Butler. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Benson Auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at hardingtickets.com. 
Theatre revives musical, 'Annie Get Your Gun' 
ANNA LITTLE 
news editor 
In 1975, Harding premiered "Annie Get 
Your Gun" as its Bison-tennial Homecoming 
performance. Forty-two years later, a revival 
of the play is taking the stage in the Benson 
Auditorium. 
The production follows sharpshooter 
Annie Oakley's rise to fame in Buffalo 
Bill's Wild West show, and her romance 
with fellow sharpshooter Frank Butler. Ste-
reotyping, racism and equality emerge and 
color the characters' dialogue and storylines. 
According to members of the production, 
those themes serve as the play's immortal 
appeal. To director Britton Lynn, the male 
and female dynamic is a timeless topic, 
effortlessly satirized and explored by the 
play's romantic leads. 
"These are universal stories. They like 
each other, she's better than him, he doesn't 
know how to deal with it," Lynn said. 
Freshman Allie Scott, the actress behind 
the titular character, said that Oakley's 
complexity compliments the topics oflove 
and relationships. 
"She falls for this guy, and realizes that 
she would like someone to take care of her," 
Scott said. "She has a lot oflayers. She's very 
caring for the people around her. There are 
a lot of different parts of her that I get to 
bring out. She's a very complex character. 
She gets really vulnerable; and you also get 
to see her fall in love for the first time with 
somebody." 
Photo courtesy of 197 6 Petit Jean Yearbook 
Falling in love is ubiquitous to the human 
experience, and reveals why "Annie Get 
Your Gun" has maintained its popularity 
since the 1940s. Since then, human rights 
issues such as racism and gender equality 
have remained tenuous, and Harding's 
Homecoming production grapples with 
them in song. Producer Cindee Stockstill 
praised how the play handles such diverse 
and enduring elements. 
Students perfrom "Annie Get Your Gun" in the Benson Auditorium for the 
Homecoming musical in 1975. The same musical will be performed this year, 
SEE MUSICAL, PAGE 3C complete with adjustments for the modern-day audience. 
New recreation area honors Nicholas Smith 
JUSTIN DUYAO 
editorial asst. 
The Student Association's (SA) Gin 
Creek project, the Nicholas Smith Recre-
ation Area, will officially open to the public 
tomorrow after its dedication ceremony. 
Beta Omega Chi (BOX), the men's social 
club with which Nicholas Smith was in-
volved, will host a celebration breakfast 
with the Smith family that morning . 
.. """-'·-----~---·--·----
,., 
Smith was a senior youth and family 
mi~istry major at Harding when he died 
from injuries sustained in an automobile 
accident in 2015. In addition to BOX, 
Smith was an honor student and beaux 
for women's social club Chi Kappa Rho. 
The project was a shared idea from SA 
president senior Dakota Ellis and President 
Bruce McLarty. Originally, the two saw it 
as an opportunity to clean up the segment 
of Gin Creek that runs through Harding's 
campus and provide a new common area 
for students; but as the plan was further 
realized, it became much more than that. 
Over the summer, athletic training stu-
dents, the Bisons football team, teachers, 
participants in Student Impact and others 
helped prepare the area for construction. 
"The park came together in an amazing 
fashion," Ellis said. "Once ( the creek) was 
cleared, it was the people - students and 
staff combined - who worked on it and 
In this issue 
"' 
did a really good job." 
Ellis said that over 1,000 students were 
involved in the project, and that it was 
meaningful to him to watch so much of 
the Harding community come together, 
volunteer their time and collaborate on 
such an impressive product. 
"It was fun," Ellis said. "And it was a 
meaningful project, too." 
SEE GIN CREEK, PAGE 2A 
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Art gallery hosts Homecoming exhibition 
' .. . SARAH DIXON , 
head cop~~tor . i 
ft~;,.~ 
'" t 'f 
The Department of Art ~d Design's. an-
nual Homecoming Exhibition is feature~ in 
the Stevens Art Gallery until Monday, Oct. 
23. The exhibition features work of various 
media created by Harding art and design 
faculty, alumni and students. 
Dr. John Keller, professor of art and 
curator of the exhibit, selected the artists 
'and collection of work for the show. Ac-
cording to Keller, most of the faculty who 
teach fine art courses are represented, along 
and now has two of his oil paintings in the 
show: a self-portrait and a landscape. 
"It is just very special to be represented 
in the same room as some incredible artists," 
Belcher said. "Art and design professors -
and a lot of students for that matter - are 
pretty humble; they show their skill through 
their work, not by their words. To be in the 
same show as such talented artists is defi-
nitely an honor." 
Among the four art and design alumni 
represented is alumni Brandon Rickett who 
graduated in May of 2017. Rickett chose two 
pieces for the show that he feels are repre-
sentative of his style and voice as an artist. , -with a select few alumni and students, both 
underclassmen and upperclassmen. Keller 
said this group of artists was chosen due to 
their reputations of producing quality work. 
"We selected students who we felt were 
strong students, and we selected alumni who 
.had a track record for doing strong work," 
. Keller said. "There's just a lot of others we 
"They also kind of represent my time as 
an art student here and kind of the style 
that I began exploring and how I utilized 
the surrounding landscapes," Rickett said. 
Rickett, who now lives in Little Rock, and 
works in an art gallery, said he was excited 
to be featured in this exhibition . 
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Standing Figure XIV and Standing Figure XII created by Greg Clayton, 
associate professor of art, in the Stevens Art Gallery. The Homecoming 
Exhibition will be featured through Oct. 23. Faculty, alumni and students are 
represented in the collection. 
could have selected, but obviously we are 
limited on space." 
Among the five students selected is senior 
Lawson Belcher, who, according to Keller, is 
"an extremely talented and humble individual." 
"I think it's an honor to get to show some 
work again in a setting that helped equip me 
for my career as an artist, so it's kind of coming 
back to your roots in a sense," Rickett said. 
"There are so many amazing artists who are 
a part of this show, so I think it's an honor to 
have my work next to theirs. They're alumni 
who I admired as a student here, so it has 
sort of come full circle." 
For Keller, this show is always an im-
portant one because it gives the department 
an opportunity to showcase their past and 
present talent while alumni are on campus 
for Homecoming. 
case, it will be people they've studied under 
or people who have been here at school in 
the past as well as our current students, so 
it connects with alumni on three different 
levels." 
Belcher was recommended for the show 
by Assistant Professor of Art B~verly Austin, 
"Typically (alumni) want to see work 
of people they know," Keller said. "In this 
The Homecoming Exhibition will be up 
in the Stevens Art Gallery until Monday, 
Oct. 23. It will be followed by the Art and 
Design Sophomore Portfolio Review. 
Construction on shopping center begins 
BAYLEE HEDDEN 
student writer 
On Oct. 12, Searcy held the 
official ribbon cutting ceremony 
for a new shopping center, located 
less than a mile from Harding's 
campus. Searcy Mayor David 
Morris, President of Capital 
Growth Buchalter Robert Bu-
chalter, and Harding University 
President Bruce McLarty spoke at 
the event. The shopping center is 
positioned on Beebe Caps Blvd., 
and will have direct visibility from 
U.S. 67/167. Stores plan to open 
bern:e,~n the ~urrµner and fall of 
2018.JFuture shops confirmed 
include Hobby Lobby, 1J Max,c, 
Ulta and Petco. Mayor Morris 
described this as a "win-win" 
· for the city. 
"A development of this size 
obviously will bring a lot of people 
and draw a lot of people from 
all outside the area into town 
to shop," Morris said. 
Capital Growth Buchalter, a 
development company from Bir-
mingham, Alabama, is overseeing 
the project and will conduct all 
construction. 
Jason Garcille, a representative 
from Capital Growth Buchalter, 
said that the shopping center 
will offer residents of Searcy and 
White County greater availability 
to -retailers both as consumers 
and potential em -ployers. 
"This is creating a lot of good 
opportunities for people to go 
to work," Morris said. "They're 
talking about around 300 new 
jobs." 
Caleb Russell, lifetime Searcy 
resident and senior at Harding, 
said that he is excited to see the 
business and people the shopping 
center will bring to Searcy. 
"Anytime you have big name · 
brands come in, it encourages 
people to come and shop," Russell 
said. "And it just brings a lot of 
new money, new wealth into 
the town." 
1his will ~ be a great oppor-
' tunity for businesses already in 
Searcy to get some new revenue. 
"Any time you get people into 
town to shop, it helps everyone," 
Morris said. "If they can't find 
what they're looking for at that 
development they'll go shop at 
other retail outlets in Searcy. It 
also brings people into town 
that normally are hungry when 
they're here, so they visit our 
loca,I restaurants. They also buy 
gasoline while they're here. So it's 
good for our community." 
The construction that will be 
going on in the coming months 
is only phase one for this project. 
Phase two, which will include 
a Dick's Sporting Goods, will 
begin soon . . 
.Carr College of Nursing celebrates success 
KAYLA MEELER 
student writer 
The Carr College of Nursing 
will host a reception on Oct. 
21 in the Swaid Freeman 
Center to celebrate the 40th 
anniversary of the first college 
of ,nursing graduating class 
and two consecutive years of 
a 100 percent pass- rate on 
_the National Licensing Exam 
for nurses. 
According to Susan Kehl, 
deap of the Carr College of 
Nursing, every student in the 
Bachelor of Science in Nurs-
ing program have passed the 
National Council Licensure 
Examination (NCLEX) on 
their first attempt for the past 
five semesters. Harding is 
the only school in Arkansas 
with this kind of success in 
the past two years according 
to Kehl. 
"W e think it's a cause to 
celebrate, so we are basically 
gqing to h ave 200 cupcakes," 
Kehl said. "We invited specif-
ically the graduates from the 
past three years but of course 
anyone is invited to celebrate." 
During this reception, the 
College of Nursing will also 
be holding a 40th reunion for 
the 1977 graduating class, the 
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Students in the Harding Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Program passed the NCLEX on their first attempt for the 
last five semesters. The Carr College of Nursing will host 
a celebration of this success tomorrow. 
first class to graduate from the most of her time preparing 
college of nursing at H arding. for the NCLEX. Her classes 
Kehl said that they have used refer to the test often and set 
social media to reach out to the up everyday tests in the same 
students from this class and format as the NCLEX. As a 
hope to see a good response. senior nursing student, they 
"A lot of us still know the do not take finals, but instead 
grads or see the grads in the spend a week reviewing for 
hospitals,"Kehl said. "We just the NCLEX. 
want to honor them for being "Anything that I am learn -
the first class." ing in the classroom, in the 
Junior nursing student clinical setting, or studying 
Sarah Cole said she spends at home is me preparing for 
questions that could be on the 
NCLEX," Cole said. 
Junior nursing student 
Sheridan Gray says that she 
feels more confident about her 
own abilities after seeing the 
success of the classes before her. 
"This program is one of 
the toughest out there and 
can seem tedious, but it's for 
a good reason, and I think 
the previous years' N CLEX 
scores prove that it works," 
Gray said. 
Kehl teaches a capstone class 
in which nursing students are 
introduced to a software that 
gives them 10,000 practice 
questions. Students practice 
150 questions a week and also 
take practice licensing exams 
and review courses. 
"I think they have lots of 
great opportunities," Kehl 
said. "We have great students 
that are serious about nurs-
ing. They are serious about 
doing the right thing. They 
are serious about taking care 
of other people to the best of 
their abilities with excellence." 
The celebration will take 
p lace at 10 a.m. tomorrow. 
All are invited to attend to 
honor and celebrate the past 
and present success of the Carr 
College of Nursing. 
State I Roadblocks in Highway Proposals 
U.S. News reports that Arkansas lawmakers will offer road funding proposals 
in 2019. The decision was made after Gov. Asa Hutchinson said he would 
oppose any proposal that would require general revenue. Tom 5chueck, 
vice president of highway commission, said a compromise was possible. 
National I Trump's Benghazi 
-On Oct. 4, an ambush on U.S. forces by 1515 militants in Niger left four U.S. servicemen dead. According to the Hill, President Trump's response to the tragedy has been criticized as his own 'Benghazi: 
International I Revival of Communist China 
NEWS FROM A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 
China's Communist Party held its first congress since 201 2 to discuss the 
expansion of the party, according to CNN. Chinese President Xi Jinping, 
leader of the communist party, called his supporters to action, saying that it 
was time for the nation to lead the world as a 'mighty force: 
../ 
samuel aly 
guest 
writer 
T:\>r Fall Break, my friend Jacob and I set r out on a nostalgic quest to revisit one 
of the last great heroes of the casual dining 
industry: Shoney's. For those who may not 
know, Shoney's-is an all-American eatery 
boasting a lavish buffet of down-home South-
ern comfort food. 
Shoney's has been puttering around the 
southeastern U.S. since 1947, making this 
year its 70th anniversary. To celebrate this 
monumental achievement, we feasted each 
day on a different 70 cent promotional item: 
wings, strawberry pie and a Coke float. 
The journey took us all over Tennessee, 
Kentucky and Arkansas as we sought to find 
the redemptive qualities in an oft ill-thought-of 
indulgent wonderland where Americans can 
self-medicate on greasy, delicious home-style 
cooking. 
Honestly, this was exactly what I expected 
to find when we reached our first Shoney's 
for lunch on Friday. Many of my assumptions 
proved correct: 90's-era decor, steaming hot 
plates of fried chicken and the reasruring voice 
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A bacon of hope 
ofShania Twain soothing my aching belly as I 
loosened my belt for a third trip to the buffet. 
I twas the finer details which truly changed 
my mind. Ketchup bottles held no crusty 
surprises underneath the lid and wait staff 
allowed for a certain level of patron indepen-
dence within the confines of the aged dining 
room. Smaller-than-average serving utensils at 
the breakfust buffet may have showri a certain 
level of health consciousness, or possibly just 
a margin-minded business model Whether 
or not these details were entirely altruistic, 
every franchise we visited provided that same 
distinct Shoney's feeling. 
Despite clearly difficult working condi-
tions, many staff members went above and 
beyond to ensure that we had an adequate 
experience. Some were shocked to find such 
avid pilgrims in their part-time place of work. 
What they didn't realize was that for me, 
Shoney's is personal Both my parents worked 
those same part-time jobs during their time at 
Middle Tennessee State University in the late 
80's. The significance of the restaurant became 
clear to me when my mother unearthed a 
ragged collection of comic books emblazoned 
with "The Adventures ofShoney's Big Boy," 
the title lending itself to an earlier version of 
the franchise. 
She had acquired these at Shoney's as a 
child in the late 1970s, still young enough 
to gaze with wonder at the mile-long strip of 
salad ingredients, mashed potatoes and fried 
fish, yet perhaps old enough to recognize the 
profound cultural phenomenon before her. 
It was this heritage in which I sought to 
find renewed joy as Jacob and I visited several 
locations of what might have been a dying 
corporation. Shoney's aging demographic is 
echoed by their strangely underappreciated 
social media presence and ambiguously 
relevant playlists humming overhead. 
Shoney's tentative arrival to the digital age 
left us with the dread of finding a lifeless shell 
of a restaurant left abandoned by chain-killing 
millennials. We feared the worst a once-great 
family-oriented Southern joint humbled to 
a new status as the central location for baby 
boomers to discuss last week's high school 
football game and social security reform. 
However, where we expected to stumble 
through seedy, run-down darkness, we found 
a brightly-lit path. Where we expected deso-
lation, we found vibrant, diverse life. 
So as I stood before Shoney's corporate 
headquarters, a wretchedly beige amalga-
mation of plaster, metal and Plexiglas that 
wouldn't look out of place in Michael Scott's 
Scranton, I found a rejuvenated hope. If a 
lonely, all-but-forgotten relic of decades past 
like Shoney's can continue to shine so brightly 
to the people it serves, I know I can too. 
SAMUEL ALY Is a guest writer for 
The Bison. He may be contacted at 
saly@hardlng.edu. 
jaluhogi.Je 
braver than 
you believe 
Breaking away 
0 ne of my Bible teachers this semestet ends several of his lessons with a personal :tssign-
ment. It's never graded or anything, but I tWnk 
it's more spiritually important than educationa1. 
He tells the class to think of someone who needs 
to be prayed for, someone you haven't ~poken 
to in a while, etc. One day, the challenge was to 
think of someone who had been a spiritual bero 
in your life and thank them. 
To be completely honest, as much as I a~-
preciate the ideas behind the exercise, t really 
didn't think much ofit, let alone call up someone 
to thank them. But then, a few days later, my 
roommate Hollee asked for my help wlth her 
Bible assignment. Essentially she had to discuss 
her faith story with someone and listen to their 
testimony as well. So when she asked me what 
or who influenced my faith the most, I th~ught 
back to that assignment about spiritual heroes. 
My answer for both questions was the same: 
my uncle Robert. 
HARDING BY THE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
As I said in my first column, my goal this year 
is to challenge everyone who reads my writings, 
and to promote growth in their life spiritually, 
culturally and intellectually. My inspiration for 
this theme came from my spiritual hero. 
The summer after my freshman~ at Hlttdihg 
was when I finally got my driver's license, my 
first car, my first job and a ton of lectures from 
practically every adult in my life about being 
responsible and making good choices. Out of 
all those lectures, there was ~ally only one that 
made an impact on me, and it came from Uncle 
Robert. 
NUMBERS 1925 & 2017 
HOMECOMING EDITION FRESHMEN 
SOPHOMORES 
JUNIORS 
35 & 1063 
10 & 1009 
10 & 844 6 SENIORS IN HARDING'S FIRST GRADUATING CLASS He went on for a while about how important 
is was for him to be able to trust me to make my 
own decisions and how, up until that point, my 
aunt had made all of them for me. I was raised 
by my aunt and uncle and, as much as I hated 
to admit it, he was right. I hadn't really made 
1269 §!E~~Y4B§o• TOTAL 61 & 4185 
*Data provided by Harding UnM3IBity as of JJ(ess tirre, classification by rours Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
Congress and the lost art of compromise any of my own decisions. . So I decided to cut most of my hair off and get 
a pixie cut, even though my uncle was extremely 
against the idea. 
russell keclc- dence; it greased the agreement between - of Cottgress would have to get their hands 
-------------- Federalists and Anti-Federalists for the dirty in open discussions, but I think this is 
That was my first big solo decision. I felt the 
weight leaving my shoulders as my hair fell to the 
floor. Then this past summer, when my halr had 
grown out, I got my helix pierced- something 
I'd wanted to do for a long while but had been 
too scared to ask my aunt and uncles' pennissiorl. 
When I finally did tell them that I wanttd the 
piercing, Uncle Robert essentially said ntl, but 
I did it anyways. I usually try to keep my hair 
down when I visit because I know he still doesn't 
like my piercing. 
guest 
writer 
Congressional sessions have been less than productive of late. The number of 
bills passed by Congress has been steadily 
declining since the 1970s. According to 
the Govtrack website, the 113th Congress 
produced only 10,637 pieces oflegislation, 
the lowest since 1997-98. The 112th Con-
gress, moreover, enacted only 284 laws, well 
below the 541 average since 1973-74. By 
comparison, Congresses in the late 1970s 
produced over 20,000 pieces oflegislation each 
year, and Congresses in the 1980s typically 
enacted over 600 laws per year. This pattern 
of declining productivity is apparent to and 
frustrating for many Americans. 
Many of us are well aware of the divisive 
and polarized political landscape of the past 
two decades that has contributed greatly to 
such diminishing returns from Congress. 
The disturbing tendency for both major 
political parties has been, and continues to 
be, a retreat to party lines and a refusal to 
work with the other side of the proverbial 
aisle. Such behavior is hampering the ability 
of our government to function and denying 
the purpose of the legislative branch to pro-
vide for the "general Welfare of the United 
States," as defined by the U.S. Constitution. 
What Congress has lost is the art of 
compromise. 
From its inception, the U.S. has depended 
on compromise to form and facilitate its 
government. Compromise empowered the 
Second Continental Congress to draft and 
eventually pass the Declaration oflndepen-
Bill of Rights, which, in tum, helped ratify far more preferable to the American people 
the new U.S. Constitution. Doubtless, the than using dirty politics - the former en-
country was greater for their collaborating genders results; the latter breeds contempt. 
efforts, however begrudging they came about. The use of underhanded tactics is precisely 
Thomas Jefferson once remarked to why in Augus~John McCain defended his 
James Madison during the debates about vote against an Affordable Care Act repeal 
the nascent Constitution in 1789, ~Half a as a plea to "return to regularorder."He later 
loaf is better than no bread. If we cannot expounded on this idea in a Washington 
secure all our rights, let us secure wh~t we Post op-ed: "Our entire system of govern-
can." This is political compromise at its ment - with its checks and balances, its 
best. At its worst, compromise can maintain bicameral Congress, its protections of the 
the status quo, as seen in the Three-Fifths rights of minorities - was designed for 
Compromise, which allowed Southern states compromise. It seldom works smoothly or 
the right to count slaves (each only three- speedily. It was never expected to."McCain's 
fifths of a person) toward their population · assertion is apropos to the urgent needs we 
totals, thus adding greatly to their seats in currently face. For example, our country 
Congress and their electoral votes. is desperate for pragmatic reforms to our 
Thesecxamplesneverthelesssetaprecedent healthcare and tax systems. There is no 
for all future acts of Congress, including the better time to return to the regular order 
13th, 14th and 15th amendments, which of compromise. 
corrected the problems of slavery that If our members of Congress would take 
remained in the Constitution. If in these up the art of compromising, a decidedly 
moments of bitter contest, Congress turned American form of politics, our government 
to compromising, then there is hope that would be reinvigorated: its operations would 
our future Congresses can do the same. be expedited and its relationship with the 
Compromise does not mean legislation American people would be restored. 
would pass laws without vigorous debate; A Congress that can compromise will 
on the contrary, a Congress that is willing demonstrate once again that we are united 
to compromise will exert much more energy as a people; that we are all neighbors; that, 
on committees, panels and deliberations on as our Great Seal affirms, out of many we are 
the floor. It would put an end to clandestine one (e pluribus unum). When our elected 
machinations, closed-door meetings and officials compromise, they live up to the 
deciding legislation before bills are even hopes of our founding fathers and reinforce 
introduced. those bonds that tie us together. Nowhere is 
Compromise does mean cooperating for this unifying power more strongly felt than 
the benefit of the entire country- not for in a Congress that works for the American 
the members of one party, not for re-election people. We are tired of seeing Congresses 
campaigns, not for lobbyists and political that offer mere crumbs instead ofloaves to 
donors - but for the sake of all Americans. its people. 
It means putting away the need to pursue 
power for power's sake and selfish gain and 
instead focusing on the welfare of the country. 
Compromising would also mean members 
RUSSELL KECK Is a guest writer for The 
Bison. He may be contacted at rtkeck@ 
harding.eclu. 
But these changes became symbolic to me. 
They were and are physical representations of me 
corning into my own. They represent a change 
,being made in my life - a change I chose. Every 
time I brush my hair back and notice the hoop 
.through my upper ear, I'm reminded that I alone 
am responsible for my actions and deds.iohs. 
Since then, I have rarely-called my auttt or 
uncle before making decisions. I feel confident 
that I can make my own choices and that I 
know what's best for me. It took me a whlle to 
get comfortable with this, but I was eventually 
able to break away and do my own thing. 
Uncle Robert taught me the value of educa-
tion and hard work as well as the importance of 
a close relationship with God. Lookirtg back, I 
can see how much he and my aunt influenced 
my ability to decipher right from wrong and the 
reasoning I use to make decisions. My success 
now is a direct result of the solid foundation 
they built in me as a kid. 
I hope that Uncle Robert can now say that he 
trusts me to make the-right choices for myself; 
and that he can feel confident in the values he 
instilled in me. I also hope I remember to thank 
him for not only being my spiritual hero, but also 
for always challenging and encouraging me as I 
now hope to do for others. 
JAISA HOGUE Is the opinions eclltor for 
The Bison. She may be contacted at 
jhogueOhardlng.eclu. 
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savanna distefano 
keep it savvy 
The importance 
of storytelling 
I had the honor of meeting one of my 
greatest role models this month. 
Her name is Katie Davis Majors. She 
moved to Uganda at age 18 to teach kin-
dergarten for a year, but quickly fell in love 
with the country and the people and decided 
to remain in the country permanently. She 
soon began the adoption process for 14 girls 
and founded a Uganda-based nonprofit, 
Amazima, which provides child sponsorship 
and services for families. 
Katie always has visitors in her home. 
Her family cares for the sick and provides 
food for the poor and hungry. Her life is 
always busy and filled with hospital visits and 
ministry in the slums ofJinja. In 2009, she 
wrote a book about her experiences, "Kisses 
from Ka tie," and her story has changed my 
life, and many others. 
I was enamored by Katie's compassion 
and courage when I first read through her 
book in high school. She was a success story, 
a dreamer who allowed herself to be used 
by God in extraordinary ways. I wanted to 
be like her, and so did hundreds of women 
across America. 
In August, Katie announced the forming 
of a promotional team for her second book, 
"Daring to Hope." I quickly jumped on the 
opportunity to apply for the launch team 
to dive into more of Katie's life story. After 
the team for "Daring to Hope" formed, 
I learned that two members from my 
social club were also part of the team. We 
acknowledged this, but we were nothing 
more than mere club members. 
The launch team was brought together in 
a F acebook group by the publishing team. 
More than a thousand people were part of 
the group, and members began flooding 
the page with their stories of inspiration 
and hope re~ ieved from readil!,g Katie's 
books. They shared about their families, 
struggles and prayers. These people began 
loving each other. 
A few months later, Katie visited Nashville 
for a book signing. Those club members, with 
whom I hardly had a friendship, hopped in 
my little Chevy Cruze and drove 5 hours to 
meet the woman we all admired. We spent 
10 hours in the car together,learning about 
one another and discussing the problems 
of the world with each other. 
We only spent about 3 hours in Nashville. 
W e briefly said "hi"to Katie as she signed 
our copies of"Daring to Hope" and •smiled 
for a picture, a total of maybe 45 seconds. 
Though my nervous wreck of a self was 
ecstatic to meet the woman whom helped 
steer my life toward missions, I was even 
more enlightened by the people who she 
had helped bring into my life, the three 
other people I spent the day with. 
Katie helped bring thousands of people 
together through her testimony, but she 
does not .know the influence she has had 
in so many lives. She does not know my 
story, or the stories of my fellow social clup 
members. We do not know how we may have 
influenced people we encountered during 
our mission trip experiences or during out 
time at Harding. 
Maybe no one can ever know the extent 
to which their life impacts the lives of others. 
Each student at Harding experiences the 
effects of prior professors, students and 
administrators. After students graduate, they 
take values and knowledge from Harding 
with them, which in turn are passed on 
to others. It's the ripple effect, where the 
pebble never sees how far its action reaches. 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the ecitnr-in-ohief 
for The Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
sdistefano@harding.edu. 
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The downside to demolition 
raianne mason 
All my life, I've wanted to be a part of a demolition crew. Shows on TV always 
made it seem so empowering. You knock 
through drywall with a sledgehammer and 
you're the strongest girl in the world. But you 
know what they don't show you on TV? The 
lives of the people who ciwned the house. They 
don't tell you that this home you're destroying 
has memories and love wrapped inside it. 
Last weekend, I went to help with Hurri-
cane Harvey relief in Beaumont, Texas, and 
was part of a demolition crew. Our job was 
to knock out all the drywall that became 
wet-wall during the flood. Demolition loses 
its appeal when you realize just how much a 
family has lost. 
Floods take everything. They don't just 
ruin clothes and dressers and furniture. They 
destroy the home's very walls. When you 
rebuild a house after a flood, you have to gut 
it down to the wooden frame. You tear out 
the flooring, the cabinets, pie bathroom ~e. 
Everything must go. Except in tlMCMe;'this 
is less of a sales pitch and more of a wounded 
cry. There's something about the sheer loss 
from a flood that guts a person, too. 
While I was in Beaumont I met a man 
named Marcus who showed me Jesus in 
ways I never expected. He was a recovering 
alcoholic who sold everything he had to 
move to Texas and help with flood relief. 
He was one of the hardest workers I've ever 
met, but what stood out to me the most 
was his desire to make connections with the 
families we helped. He recognized the loss 
they were facing and understood that they 
needed more than just physical help; they 
needed emotional support too. He made an 
effort to show them we weren't just there to 
tear down their walls; we were there to serve 
them. He was willing to put down his hammer 
to talk with homeowners for however long 
they needed to talk. He showed them Jesus 
without ever mentioning Jesus' name. 
He practiced what one of my teachers calls 
faith-laced love. It'~ a love that is pure and 
from God but doesn't shove God down the 
throat of the receiver. It's a love that makes 
you question how it could be so deep. It's a 
love that makes relationships and opens doors 
for Jesus without screaming his name in your 
face. It's what our church needs more o£_Yes, 
the church is faith-based, and that is a great 
thing. But in .order to reach our society, 
faith-laced approach may be more .beneficial. 
- We don't ~d-shins that-declare we're 
part of the church of Christ here to save 
the day. No, we need arms open wide ready 
to carry heavy sheetrock but also ready to 
give and receive hugs of thanksgiving and 
loss. We need to remember that we can be 
witnesses of God in our deeds through our 
faith-laced actions. When choosing a card to 
leave as encouragement for our homeowner, 
we sought one that wasn't overly religious. 
Then we filled it with love and prayers of 
encouragement from each of us. Rather than 
giving them religious ramblings from a card 
company, we gave handwritten reminders that 
they were loved, prayed for and thought 0£ 
I went to Beaumont to knock out some 
walls - and I did - but in the process, 
God used the people of Beaumont to knock 
the wind out of me. He humbled me and 
stirred inside me a deep desire to reach out 
to the hurting hearts from this disaster. He 
opened my eyes to the hurt so close to me. 
He reminded me that just because it's no 
longer on the front page of the newspaper 
doesn't mean it's not still a problem. It will 
take years for this area to recover physically, 
and even once it has, it will still face economic 
struggles and reduced property values. It will 
feel the pains of this disaster years to come, 
and I don't want to forget that. 
RAIANNE MASON is the features editor 
-tor.=nw-Biaon. She may be contacted 
at rmason4@harding.edu. 
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C\~ May the circle be broken 
I had a conversation recently with a woman in her mid-20s who was excited about 
the idea of self-driving cars. She couldn't 
wait to get one, dreaming of the day when 
she would be chauffeured home from work 
while nodding off in the back seat. When 
she finished rhapsodizing about this future, 
I wondered out loud who would be legally 
responsible in the case of an accident 
involving two self-driving cars. 
"Oh," she said, with no hint of irony, 
"there won't be any more accidents." 
Have you seen "The Circle,"with Tom 
Hanks and Emma Watson? Directed by 
James Ponsoldt and based on the novel by 
D ave Eggers, this techno-thriller came out 
in April and grossed $33 million. But that 
didn't stop the critics from hating it. or me 
from thinking you should see it. The film 
is one in a long line of cautionary tales 
that warn viewers against the nai:ve belief 
that all human problems can be solved by 
technology. 
Obviously based on Google, the Circle 
is a tech company that boasts 80 percent 
of the world's population among its users. 
Hanks plays the charismatic founder, a 
bearded guru who holds weekly pep-rallies 
to motivate an arena filled with adoring 
staff.The social media mogul hopes to place 
his latest invention - tiny, nearlY,:invisible 
cameras - everywhere on the planet. 
H e calls this new product "See Ch ange," 
claiming it will usher in a new utopia of 
human transparency. 
W atson is Mae H olland who gets a job 
as a customer service representative at the 
Circle and immediately discovers that she 
has joined a cult. Employees are expected 
to post constantly to social media arid are 
chastised if they go home on the weekends 
instead of attending team-building social 
functions. Everyone there knows everything 
about everyone else. The Circle even takes 
michael 
claxton 
a big step forward when it convinces a 
candidate for Congress to wear a camera 
24/7 to broadcast her every move. 
Mae is skeptical of this Orwellian 
Kool-Aid at first, but when sh e nearly 
dies in a boating accident and is rescued 
because of the ever-present Circle cameras, 
she suddenly turns into a proselyte of the 
company's message. Mae agrees to become 
its first employee to use the "See Change" 
web-cam so that viewers everywhere can 
follow and comment on her minute-by-
minute life. Facebook meets "The Truman 
Show." 
Movie critics complained that the 
Circle's intentions to monopolize all the 
world's data are all too obvious from the 
beginning, but the film does present a 
seductive.case for the kind of transparency 
that might seem desirable as an antidote 
to the corruption and toxic secrecy of 
modern life. In the assembly where Mae 
announces that she's going viral with her 
life, the company founder makes a poignant 
revelation. 
His son has cerebral palsy, and whenever 
someone broadcasts climbing a mountain 
or running a race, his boy watches and lives 
. vicariously through that person. Hanks, who 
wants his son to do it all, then delivers the 
punchline: "Access to all human experience 
is a basic human right." Having private 
adventures that are not shared is selfish, he 
argues, when disadvantaged others could 
benefit from them. 
O f course, the last person to want 
access to all human experience was a fellow 
named Faust. You may have read about 
what happened to him. 
"Secrets are lies." That's the other 
mantra· at the Circle. A completely open 
society, they believe, is the path to a truly 
democratic and humane world. But, of 
course, the mantra is only half true. Yes, 
privacy does cover up some truly bad 
behavior. Politicians conduct back-room 
deals in secret. Criminals operate in secret. 
Friends betray each other in secret. People 
watch Steven Segal movies in secret. So 
many horrible things happen in the dark. 
But without privacy, there is also no 
intimacy. There are no pleasant surprises. 
Personal spirituality is compromised ("When 
you pray, go into your room and close the 
door.") . Without privacy, there is also 
no activism, no resistance. In one telling 
scene, a man who just wants a little time to 
himself is hunted down and shamed, not 
by armed guards, but by ordinary people 
with their phones. And, as Mae discovers 
to her horror, without privacy, there is no 
break from the relentless, exhausting fan 
service of the broadcast life. 
Mae eventually wins her freedom in 
the end. Or does she? Even films that 
are skeptical of utopias often struggle not 
to be seduced by the false promises they 
critique. At one point, Hanks boasts that 
"I believe in the perfectibility of human 
beings." And for him, technology is the 
answer. I, too, think humans can be perfect, 
but for reasons never mentioned in this 
film. I put my confidence in the oldest of 
technologies: a hammer, some nails and a 
cross of wood. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest writer 
for The Bison. He can be contacted at 
mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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The 
Grand 
Slam 
Home field 
advantage 
Every athlete and spo~ fan 
knows that the-home ad;antage 
is a real thing. As an athlete, you 
have more fans, you're more rested 
and you often have referees who 
side in favor of the home team 
if a dispute arises even though 
they are supposed to be unbiased. 
So, what does Harding's home 
advantage look like? What sets 
Harding apart? 
Being located in the small 
town of Searcy,there is not a 
large variety of things to do here, 
which encourages a larger turnout 
to games and sporting events 
that some universities might not 
experience. 
Another reason our home 
advantage is so strong is due 
to the fact that we have more 
than 365 athletes competing in 
18 different sports year-round. 
Being an NCAA Division II 
university, we get the best of both 
worlds: our sporting programs 
are all competitive, while at the 
same time small enough to still 
be connected. If you don't play a 
sport, chances are you know one 
athlete at the very least. 
The university itself is a good 
size to be connected, having under 
5,000 undergraduate students. 
Each sport has at least won a 
championship or Great American 
Conference (GAC) tournament 
champienship; some-"Sports have 
won multiple or back-to-back. 
Last year as a whole was one of 
the best years in Harding sports 
history. 
Football won the GAC cham-
pionship and had a 13-1 record, 
men's and women's soccer won 
conference championships, vol-
leyball won the regular season 
championship, men's and women's 
track won the GAC conference 
meet, women's basketball won 
conference and regional tourna-
ment and also made it to the final 
four and softball won the regular 
season championship and made 
it to the super regionals. 
This year won't be the best 
ever, but we still are on track to 
have a great year of sports. 
Men's soccer won the regular 
season title and will host the con-
ference tournament; volleyball is 
20-3 and is second only to Arkansas 
Tech in the GAC conference; 
football has come back from a 0-3 
start to go 4-3 now; men's golf 
is having one of their best starts 
ever and is winning tournaments 
they never have before; men's and 
women's cross country have won 
several meets; and men's tennis 
is having one of their best starts 
ever, coming out on top of the 
GAC, and regional rankings. 
It's only October. There are still 
so many more games to be played 
and so much time to go. But the 
fact is that time is going to fly. 
Championships aren't won in 
a day. Being at the top is a day-in 
and day-out process. Some days 
it is a battle. The time spent on 
the court or the field in practice 
matters. 
All this to say: come out and 
support the teams, even if you 
don't like sports or know anything 
about them. The Bisons may or 
may not make history this year, 
but that is beside the point. 
Whether it is Homecoming or 
not, we have a home advantage 
when the Harding community 
of students, teachers and staff all 
come out and support the hard 
work that athletes put forward on 
a daily basis, win or lose. 
EMILY FAULKNER is the head 
sports editor for The Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
efaulkner@harding.edu. 
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Top left: Head coach Jeff Morgan calls a play during a timeout last season. Top right: Morgan calls plays from the sideline 
during an Arkansas Tech game. Bottom left:1Morgan greets Chancellor Emeritus Ganus at his appreciation dinner, Thursday, 
Oct. 12. Bottom right: Morgan speaks during his celebration dinner in Cone Chapel. 
Coach Morgan celebrates 25 successful years 
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL 
asst. sports editor 
In high school,JeffMorgan had one dream: 
to play college basketball at Harding University. 
Although he never played for Harding, Morgan's 
dream came true in a different way. 
Morgan attended York College in York, 
Nebraska, and played basketball for two years 
before transferring to West Texas A&M in 
Canyon, Texas, to finish his playing career. 
Morgan said he realized he wanted to coach 
during his junior year at West Texas and spent 
his first four years out of college as a graduate 
assistant and assistant coach. He worked under 
Mark Adams, head coach at West Texas, and 
took over as head coach after Adams took a 
Division I coaching job. 
Morgan was 26 in his first year as head coach, 
the youngest coach in all of college basketball. 
He led the Buffs to a 17-10 record. However, 
that changed after Morgan heard about a job 
opening in Searcy, Arkansas. 
"After the season ended, the head coaching 
job was open here, and I thought Harding 
would be a great place to work," Morgan said. 
"I basically grew up around the campus with 
my older sisters and brother going here." 
In 1993, Morgan was named head coach 
of the men's basketball team. Morgan was 
just the fourth head coach since basketball 
restarted at Harding in 1957. Morgan said he 
'wanted to make a big change in his first year 
with the Bisons. 
"Our mindset from day one was to change 
the culture," Morgan said. "If you look back 
through the 37 years of basketball at Harding 
leading up to the year I joined, Harding only had 
eight winning seasons and never won more than 
20 games. We wanted to change the mindset 
that we could compete and win conference 
championships and NCAA tournaments." 
Twenty five years later, Morgan has met his 
goals and then some. 
Morgan has led the Bisons to 21 winning 
seasons and six 20-win seasons. It only took 
two seasons to bring Harding its first 20-win 
season when the Bisons finished 22-10 in 1994 to 
1995. Morgan currently holds a 412-275 record 
at Harding and ranks fourth among coaches at 
Arkansas colleges. He said his years coaching 
before Harding were valuable to his success. 
"I got to be around some great coaches in high 
school and college," Morgan said. 'Working for 
coach Adams was a great experience because 
he always gave his assistants unbelievable 
responsibility. He had us doing a lot of coaching 
and preparation for games. In my last year, I 
made the practice plans every day, and he'd 
change some things and go." 
Tim Kirby, head coach of the women's 
basketball team, spent his first 12 years at 
Harding as Morgan's assistant coach. Kirby 
said that doing the right things as a coach has 
kept Morgan at Harding over the years. 
"He's a good Christian man, and the way 
he does things is what he does best," Kirby 
said. "I think his consistency has been one of 
the big things that has taken place at Harding. 
You don't stay places for 25 years if you' re not 
consistent with how you do things." 
Morgan has led the Bisons to 20 postseason 
tournament appearances and four regular season 
championships. He has coached more games 
and has more wins than any other Bisons men's 
basketball coach. Through all the success, Morgan 
said his happiest moments have revolved around 
his players. 
"Looking back on it, the happiest times are 
the things you see the athletes accomplish and 
the changes that occur in them," Morgan said. 
"You can go through the years and really see a 
change in guys and their growth spiritually in 
their commitments to be followers of Christ . 
It's so awesome to be a part of it." 
"It's so unusual to be at a school 
for 25 years as the head coach 
and have this kind of success. 
He's been a great example for the 
faculty and staff along with the 
students." 
-Greg Harnden 
Athletic Director 
Athletic Director Greg Harnden was the 
women's head basketball coach when Morgan 
came to Harding in 1993. Hamden said Morgan 
has delivered a lot of good to Harding on and 
off the court. 
"He brought great public relations and 
notoriety to our basketball program," Harnden 
said. "It's so unusual to be at a school for 25 
years as the head coach and have this kind of 
success. He's been a great example for the faculty 
and staff along with the students." 
Morgan said he does not have an end goal 
in mind, but hopes that his program has made 
a positive impact on the Harding community. 
"I think you really hope that you've been 
a positive influence on the lives that God's 
brought y~rnr way," Morgan said. "When it's 
all said and done, you hope to look back and 
say you were a positive witness for him with 
the people he's brought your way and made a 
difference in their lives in a positive way." 
Morgan's 25th season kicks off on Saturday, 
Nov. 4 when the Bisons travel to Jonesboro, 
Arkansas, to face the Arkansas State Red Wolves 
in an exhibition match up. 
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Gibson 
comes home 
from the land 
down under 
Alumnus wins big in Australia 
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL 
asst. sports editor 
"If you keep pushing and you start doing the 
right things, you will see things fall into place 
just as God wants them to," alumnus Jacob 
Gibson said in an interview during his tryout 
with the Memphis Hustle, a G-League affiliate 
of the Memphis Grizzlies. 
Gibson has loved basketball since he was a 
little kid, but did not imagine he would still be 
playing the game he loved so many years later. 
"Life's crazy," Gibson said. "You never know 
what God has planned for you. This is definitely 
not what I expected to be doing at 23 years old. 
I played in the living room since I was 2 years 
old, and I never stopped. Growing up through 
school, I did not think this was going to be my 
life. I'm very thankful that it is." 
Gibson attended Harding from 2012 to 
2016 and played guard on the men's basketball 
team. In his freshman year, Gibson averaged 2.4 
points per game (ppg), one rebound per game 
(rpg) and .25 assists per game (apg). Three years 
later, Gibson's growth in the game was evident. 
During his senior year Gibson averaged 17.3 
ppg, 5.1 rpg and 2.5 apg. The Bisons finished 
20-11 that year with a 17-5 conference record 
and an NCAA tournament appearance. Gibson 
had 9 20-plus scoring games, two 30-plus games 
and one 40-point game. 
Gibson's talent ensured his playing days 
would not stop after graduation. Harding helped 
prepare him for what was next in his career. 
"Playing at Harding helped my mental 
game," Gibson said. "It made you think about 
the way you play and what you say on the court 
and how that affects others, and how you can 
be a positive influence on the team and lead 
; by·cxample or through your words or actions. 
Gibson also credited his time at Harding 
with helping him prepare for the physicality 
of professional basketball. 
"As a basketball player, I grew by getting in 
that weight room with (assistant) coach (Ray) 
Woods and the guys and putting in the work 
for four years," Gibson said. "I gained about 
30 pounds in college. If I hadn't done that, I 
would not be playing pro basketball." 
Gibson took his talents to Victoria, Australia, 
after graduation to play in a semi-professional 
basketball league named the Big-V. Gibson 
joined the Ringwood Hawks, a team that had 
won championships in 2012, 2014 and 2016. 
Gibson said the Hawks' coach drew him to 
play in Australia. 
"I had a few options, but Australia seemed 
like the best choice for me because it was a safe 
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place," Gibson said. "I felt like I had a good 
relationship with the coach, and I trusted him. 
Trust is huge." 
The Big-V league is made up of 12 teams 
with 22 regular season games followed by two 
best-of-three playoff series. In Gibson's first 
year on the team, the Hawks finished 18-4 with 
a championship win. Gibson was named team 
MVP with averages of 19 .2 ppg, 5 rpg and 2.5 
apg in 26 games. Gibson said that winning the 
championship was an eye-opening experience. 
"It meant a lot," Gibson said. "To see the 
crowd and it be the people you've gotten to 
know in a short time, that meant a lot to me. 
I didn't know any of them a year ago and they 
were all cheering their faces off for us. It meant 
a lot to me that I made so many friends and 
connections in a short period of time." 
While Gibson enjoyed success in a new place, 
he said that God played a huge role for him 
when he faced hardships from being overseas. 
"Life's crazy, you never know what 
God has planned for you. This is 
definitely not what I expected to 
be doing at 23 years old. I played in 
the living room since I was 2 years 
old and I never stopped. Growing 
up through school, I did not think 
this was going to be my life." 
-Jacob Gibson 
Alumnus 
"Whenever I was in Australia and going 
through depressed moments and missing home, 
he was always there," Gibson said. "At the bad 
times, I knew I could always turn -and talk 'to 
God. I had to pray about some of the decisions 
I made, and I feel like he's leading me on the 
path I'm supposed to be on." 
After his season concluded in Australia, 
Gibson returned to the U.S. for a tryout with 
the Hustle on Sept. 23 at the Memphis Uni-
versity School campus in Memphis, Tennessee. 
G ibson did not make the Hustle roster, but 
said he will try out again next year. 
Gibson is under contract with the Hawks 
to play one more season. After that, he will 
participate in a combine for the top league in 
Australia. If things do not work out there, he 
said he will hire an agent and try out for the 
Hustle again. 
"I'd like to keep it going for a few more 
years," Gibson said. "I want to play until I 
literally can't anymore." 
. . 
POP CULTURE::: 
Jeff Morgan Greg Harris 
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What is your favorite 
Halloween movie? 
If you had to wear a 
Halloween costume, what 
would you wear? 
What was your biggest fear 
as a kid? 
What's the craziest thing 
you have ever done? 
men's basketball 
When I should 
not be watching 
it, "Halloween." 
Larry the Dr. 
Pepper Guy 
( college football 
commercial). 
Walking home from 
a Halloween party 
after watching 
"Halloween." 
Not sure .. . 
\. 
women's soccer 
None. Zip. Zero. 
"The Addams 
Family." 
Maybe Casper, 
he is friendly. 
I love wearing my Zombie mom. 
Sith robe with my That is not too far 
lightsaber. off from reality. 
I do not want the Being in a pit of 
women's soccer snakes. Still kind 
team to know. of is. 
I used to go Run a volleyball 
through the program with a 
community and 3 year old and 6 
pool hop. month old! 
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Steve Guymon 
cross country 
• 
~ > 
"It's the Great 
·- Pumpkin, Charlie 
... Brown." , 
Nick Saban 
dressed-up as a,. 
Razorbacks .b.ead 
_pough syrup. 
I skied the peak 
I tried to separate 
of a double black 
45 head of cattle 
diamond. 
from a bull and it 
got angry. 
V 
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Missing Millennials 
The first installment' of the Generation of Change series about young adults 
BISON STAFF 
Senior Raneisha Stassin has gone without 
a church home for four years while enrolled 
in college. 
"The church building to me just seems like 
a place to go to stay in your comfort zone and 
remain around people who think exactly like 
you do," Stassin said. "In my experience, I gain 
so much more from going into the world and 
having conversations with people about God, 
whether they are believers or not .. . I do not 
feel like (the church) offers opportunities like 
this to grow or challenge me at all." 
Stassin said she understood a true church to 
be a community of people who love others and 
strive to be like Jesus rather than merely a place 
in which an event is hosted. 
Stassin is one of the 83.1 million people 
born between 1982 and 2000 - classified as 
millennials - who now represent more than a 
quarter of the nation's population, according to 
the United States Census Bureau. 
These young adults co~prise the generation 
that is graduating from college and will soon 
come to define American culture. However, this 
generation is also less inclined to be part of a 
Christian congregation. 
The Bison conducted a survey of the Hard-
ing student body in October to ask about the 
relationship between church and millennials. 
The Generation of Change series will report 
the findings of research gathered by The Bison . 
as well as the current church plant missidn on 
the west side of Searcy, which is aimed toward 
Searcy-resident millennials. 
Where Do Hardtng Student•, 
Attr:n(I Churd1? 
Oowntowu - 21.4% -
Fellowship - 1 !i0,;, -
H1qhway - 10.3% • 
College · 7.11% • 
New Ute - 6.7% • 
Other/VarnJU5 - 3lt"-',, 
According to the Washington Post, church 
atterulanc.e_has pl~mtAeted among.J:his ag.e 
group. Millennials in particular are exhibiting an 
increasing aversion to "exclusive, closed-minded 
religious communities. "They are not disillusioned 
with tradition, but are merely frustrated with 
shallow expressions of religion. 
According the survey conducted by The Bison, 
16 percent of the 360 students surveyed reported 
that they do not regularly attend a church in 
Searcy, and 9 .1 percent reported that they were 
unsure of what denomination of church they 
will attend after graduating. 
Todd Gentry, campus minister at College 
Church of Christ and church plant team member, 
said there is a disconnect between churches and 
the millennial generation. 
"A lot of times in church leadership we don't 
always listen," Gentry said. "We don't do things 
like that. College students in particular learn 
more by allegory, story and narrative than any 
other generation, but most of our preachers and 
speakers do not communicate that way." 
According to the W ashington Post, 59 per-
cent of people ages 18 to 29 with a specifically 
Christian background in the U.S. have left the 
church at some point. 
"In other generations, periodically, (young 
people) left, but there's always been this idea 
that they would come back," Gentry said. "What 
we're seeing now is that most of them aren't 
going to come back. They're completely against 
organized religion of any kind .. . If they don't 
feel like their opinion is valued, they'll leave and 
go other places." 
Whal Typt: o' Churr::h Do Hi.!rding 
Stwr.i•·nts Ati<?nd'; 
Ctmrd1 uf Christ - 77 z~.,, • 
!~01,- Dt-riommatmnai - i 2 71• ,, • , 
Baptist - iJ 025'··, 
'.)th~:r - 0 O-:s·- ,, 
According to the Pew Research Center, 25 
percent of adults under age 30 describe their 
religion as "atheist," "agnostic" or "nothing in 
particular"- indeed,Americans ages 18 to 29 are 
considerably less religious than older Americans. 
According to the survey conducted at Hard-
ing, 22. 78 percent of the students surveyed 
understood their beliefs and values to be very 
different from Harding's spiritual vision, and 
28.61 percent viewed their beliefs and values 
as at least somewhat different from the univer-
sity's belief statement outlined in the Student 
Handbook. 
However, the Pew Research Center also re-
_ported that more than 37 percent of religiously 
affiliated millennials say they are a "strong" 
member of their faith - the same percentage 
of people from Generation X said this at a 
similar age, as did a similar number of baby 
boomers (31 percent). 
Senior Bible and ministry major Jay Massey 
grew up in the church of Christ. Massey began 
attending Sylvan Hills Church of Christ in 
Sherwood, Arkansas, after working there as a 
youth intern following his sophomore year at 
Harding. 
Massey said he sees a problem in college 
students not attending church and developing 
spiritual relationships. 
"When people church hop every week or just 
don't go at all, I think they are missing out on 
~ grcat.oppommities;'.M"1lssey-said. "When 
you are around the same church family every 
week is when you can really start becoming in-
volved - that is when you can benefit from and 
contribute to the farnily;you've become a part 0£" 
Massey said he did not see lack of interest 
in spirituality or struggle with theological 
truth as the major issues for millennials. He 
attributes the lack of church attendance to the 
sociocultural aspects of a church community. 
"People often go to church with their inner 
group of friends that they always go with," 
Massey said. "If someone, for whatever reason, 
doesn't have that group of people to go with, it 
makes visiting around much more intimidating." 
Gentry said it is essential to the spirituality 
of college students to become involved in a local 
congregation and develop relationships outside 
sc.hool friend groups. 
"Most college students lose their faith in 
college," Gentry said_ "The biggest single indicator 
of whether or not they keep their faith doesn't 
have much to do with whether it's a religious 
college or not, but whether or.not they're involved 
in a local chuf!:h." · 
The second installment of the "Generation of 
Change• series w_ill appear in the next edition of 
1he Bison, on stands Oct. ]7. 
Millennial Church 
Survey Results 
The Bison surveyed 360 Harding students about what they value in a church 
what denomination they identify with, whether they attend church currently, 
and what church they will attend in the future. 
960¾· · 0 
16% 
9.4% 
Of Students Consider 
Themselves Christians 
Of Students Don't Regularly 
Attend Church While at Harding 
Of Students are Unsure of What Type 
of Church to Attend After Graduating 
I I 
I 
~ -a LO Of Students-Said-THeyDilmTReia Haffling s Student 
I ,.;, 70 Handbook Before Deciding to Enroll 
How Closely Aligned are Your Beliefs and 
Values to that of Harding's Spiritual Vision? 
Very close to that of the. university ·7 
Mostly the same as the university 7 
L L Somewhat different from the university 
· Very different from the university 
How Comfortable With Asking Challenging 
Questions About Doctrine Are You? 
L L Somewhat Uncornforta~le (13.9%) 
Very Uncomfortable (8.3%) 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
T~ble tennis: from Keller lobby to the Seniol7 Olympics 
. . .. .~ 
Photo c ourtesy of Pot Ric e 
Milo Hadwin, Pat Rice and Sherrill Bennett 
show off their gold medals from the Senior 
Olympics in Hot Springs, Arkansas. The trio 
has been playing in Keller dorm for four years. 
CARSON WHITE 
class writer 
Pat Rice, former director of Student 
H ealth Services, Milo Hadwin, former 
lecturer in Bible, and Sherrill Bennett 
played table tennis in the Senior O lympics 
on W ednesday, Oct. 4 in Hot Springs, 
Arkansas, and earned a total of seven 
medals, five of them gold. 
When Rice retired she looked for 
people to play table tennis with to fill 
some of her free time, but could not find 
anyone. She asked the youth ministers 
at the College C hurch of C hrist if she 
could come to their teen center to play 
with the youth group, and they loved the 
idea. Through her time spent playing with 
the youth group, Bennett and Hadwin 
discovered she played often. 
"Sherrill found out that I played, 
and we started playing up at the church 
building," Rice said. "Then Milo found out 
we played, and after playing together the 
three of us decided that we would come 
over to the boys' dorm and play with some 
of the college students." 
It became a routine for the trio to play 
every Monday and Thursday at 3 p.m. if 
they were available, and they have been 
playing in Keller Dorm for four years. 
According to Keller Residential Life 
Coordinator D ebra Nesbitt, when they 
asked her if they could play in Keller she 
loved the idea. 
"(It was) such a great way to get to 
know students and get involved in their 
lives," Nesbitt said. "I love that they took 
initiative and started playing. The students 
really look forward to it every week." 
Many different students come and 
play for hours in Keller, both male and 
female. One of these students is sopho-
more Easton Laird. 
Laird has been playing Rice since he 
was in the youth group of College Church, 
and has played often with the trio on 
Mondays and Thursdays. When he first 
played Rice, he assumed it was an easy 
victory, but he was mistaken. 
"When I first played Mrs. Rice, I thought 
'Are you kidding me? A 70-something-year 
old lady that thinks she can beat me at 
ping pongr Laird said. "And then she 
destroyed me, so ever since I first played 
her, I always have wanted to beat her." 
After Laird's first victory, Rice had a 
t-shirt made with the date and score of 
the victory and "Keller Dorm Ping-Pong." 
Table tennis has a more special place 
in Rice's heart than just recreation. When 
Rice was 14 she had a friend named Gary 
wh9 taught her to play table tennis: A few 
years iater;he was killed ma.cat accident, 
and through his passing Rice became very 
close to his pafents. . -
"When I was a senior in higli school, 
Gary's mother invited me to a iwspel 
meeting and I was converted to Cbrist. 
She was also a nurse and recruited me 
into nursing," Rice said. "So I feel a little 
bit that through ping pong I have had 
a journey to find Christianity and my 
profession." 
For Rice, even though the game is 
fun, it is not about winning or losing, it 
is about the relationships. 
"I have relationships with people that I 
wouldn't have if we didn't play ping pong 
together," Rice said. 
According to Nesbitt, the trio has made 
an impact on her family and the students 
through those relationships as weU. 
"I'm actually honored they chose 
Keller," Nesbitt said. "It's been a bltssihg 
in my family's lives, as they have gbttt:h to 
know them and play ping pong with the 
three of them. They have blessed me by 
reminding me, it's the little things that 
matter, and we can use our talents for the 
Lord in so many ways. They happen to be 
glorifying the Lord through ping pong. 
That is a blessing. to watch." 
. . _, 
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Pursuing pu.rpose in . 'fini_cky' cookies 
LEXI HOAGLAND 
student writer 
RAIANNE MASON 
features editor 
Kaytlin Robinson, owner ofJoyful 
Macarons, began her business by 
accident. It began with a craving 
for macarons. That craving lead 
to four hours of watching how-to 
videos on YouTube, a trip to the 
store for almond flour and four 
more hours of baking, which 
resulted in a near perfect batch 
of macarons. She then posted a 
picture of her success and woke 
up the next morning to an inbox 
full of orders. 
Within weeks of starting, Kaytlin 
Robinson and her husband made 
6 7 dozen macarons in various 
flavors. It was at that point that 
she began to question why she 
was making the cookies. 
With all of the hustle and bustle of 
the roaring 20s, Fletcher Henderson 
composed 66 singles that made their 
home in a modern compilation album 
titled, "The Collection, Vol. 2 - 1924." 
The increase in tempo and combination 
of multiple brass instruments created a 
phenomenon known as "big band."The 
genre took the musical stratosphere 
by storm and flooded the eardrums of 
musicians with raw talent by producing 
a new culture. Henderson capitalized 
on this sensation in 1924 by hiring the 
famous trumpeter, Louis Armstrong. 
Established in 1924, Harding College 
was formed during the pinnacle of swing 
music's reign of popularity. 
"I was working in my kitchen 
listening to my worship music like 
I always do, and I started asking 
God, 'Why am I doing this? Why 
is this bringing me so much joy?" 
Kaytlin Robinson said. "I knew 
God was telling me that I would 
use this business to bring joy to 
others as he brought joy to me." 
However, she said this joy was 
hard to come by. 
"My husband and I have been 
struggling with infertility for a 
long time and have been told by 
doctors we will not be able to 
have children," Kaytlin Robinson 
said. "I became very depressed 
because all I wanted was a baby 
and a family." 
Soon after, Kaytlin Robinson 
attended a conference through 
her church. The topic was joy. 
EMILY GRIFFIN I The Bison 
Kaytlin Robinson, owner of Joyful Macarons, finds purpose in bringing joy to the local 
community through her bakery. Every month, Joyful Macarons donates to a different 
children's charity. 
restore her joy . 
"I saw a movie theater sign that 
said 'Joy coming soon,' and then 
when we were in New Orleans 
there was a theater called Joy 
Theatre," Kaytlin Robinson said. 
"When we went to Colorado we 
rented skis and our skis had 'Joy' 
written all over." 
As the business grew, she 
began to call her bakery Joyful 
Macarons with the intention to 
bring joy to others. 
"People know they are made 
by hand, they are made with joy 
and they are happy cookies, "Kay-
tlin Robinson said. "Whenever 
someone buys a box of joy, they 
give joy to children." 
organization. Joyful Macarons 
has donated bunk beds, laundry 
baskets, pacifiers, clothes, sleepers 
and much more. 
"We get to fulfill our joy and 
provide for them," Kaytlin Rob-
inson said. "The proceeds from 
these tiny finicky cookies help 
thousands of babies." 
She said the most rewarding 
part is buying the items the or-
ganizations need. 
"When I click the pay button 
on Amazon or check-out at 
Walmart I see the reason why 
we do it," Kaytlin Robinson said. 
"It brings me so much joy to be 
able to help someone in need; it 
shows Christ's love, kindness arid 
spreads joy." 
makes me happy," Ben Robinson 
said. "She has found her dream 
and calling, and it shows." 
As the Robinsons wait on their 
own bundle of joy, they find a great 
reward in baking these cookies 
and providing an opportunity to 
help even more people. 
"This business provides a constant 
reminder that God truly makes 
promises and that he is faithful 
to keep them," Teresa Raney, 
mother to Kaytlin Robinson and 
baker at Joyful Macarons said. 
"It's undeniable that God, not 
my daughter, started this business. 
She just followed where he led 
her, and for our family that means 
everything." 
The essence of the big band era is 
the melody of the instruments. The lack 
of vocal tracking is compensated with 
cornet solos and ever-pulsing drums. 
Each lead trumpeter personified what 
lyrics could not. The expression on "War 
House Mama" and "Somebody Stole My 
Gal" is understood by the inflection each 
note possessed. The echoing "verses" are 
comparable to the compositions of The 
Andrews Sisters. 
"Chicago Blues" begins with concert 
chimes to resemble the bells that resonate 
near a train station. The percussionist 
accompanies the chimes with a staccato 
rhythm that gently escalates to maturation 
as a high-speed locomotive. Cheery 
chords soar the entirety of the track to 
form an uplifting anthem. 
Perhaps the most repetitive theme of 
Henderson's compositions is the "blues." 
From tracks titled "Sud Bustin'Blues"to 
"Tea Pot Dome Blues," the compilation 
album features 13 songs wielding darker 
tones and embedding somber moods. 
Most of the "blues" tracks are titled as 
if each city has its own inherent issues. 
As musicians travel, titles of songs can 
be influenced by their recent change in 
location and varying circumstances that 
result in feeling the "blues."Nonetheless, 
this album does not stay solemn for long. 
Each track incorporates a syncopated 
piano that serves as a basis for the steady 
tempo. "I Never Care 'Bout Tomorrow" 
utilizes piano riffs to pair with the 
mandolin's pickings as the song creates 
a story of two "characters" through 
instrumental representation. "One ofThese 
Days" relies on the baseline piano score 
to leave room for the cornet harmonies 
to take the lead.• ~- '/ L · t - '. "Copenha~eq" features a. µombOJ?-!! 
spotlight to give the deep undertones a 
oommandingvoice as the other instrume~ 
fade to the background. Its additio'h \ibf 
the alto saxophone singing the melody 
balances the swelling of the composi_tiori. 
One could argue that each song 
sounds the same. 1-le ~r sh~ ~o~ld bt 
generally correct as they would heat .'.;i 
similar tempo matched with:i the start~ 
12 bar progression the slving·~rue)s 
most famous for. }iowever, upon se;~r ·d 
oi- third listen, I can. say n<-/ fwQ s6p.gs 
sound identical. Each· -song"' c"dmist's c;,f 
'j> • • ,'!.} 
differing soloists, misfella~ e?US ·tr~~ 
progressions or cut-timr:: tempos that jazz 
it up. Time signatures groove to evoke a 
visceral response such as head-nodding 
or feet-tapping. · . , 1 
As a listener of many genres, I ta~e 
lyrical content for granted. This particular 
genre strips that key component away 
and amplifies a refreshing melodic sound. 
As I imagined myself as a student at 
Harding College in the 20s, I realized 
how difficult it would be to suppress my 
"choreographic" urges. I highly recommend 
Henderson's music to anyone with hips. 
"The speaker talked about how 
when you lose your joy you lose 
your strength to fight because the 
joy of the Lord is your strength, 
and I knew then that I had lost 
all my joy," Kaytlin Robinson said. 
However, following this con-
ference she. said God began to 
I.Swift 
2. Divided 
3. Poison 
Every month.Joyful Macarons 
makes a donation to a different 
children's charity to provide ne-
cessities to children within that 
9. Screech 
10. Gigantic 
11. Run 
To Ben, his wife's joy is the 
reason for the business. 
"Seeing her happiness is what 
Kaytlin Robinson is expecting 
to move from her home kitchen 
to her own storefront as business 
is rapidly growing. 
PROMPT LIST 
2017 
17. Graceful 
18. Filthy 
19. Cloud 
4. Underwater 12. Shattered 20. Deep 
25. Ship 
26.Squeak 
27. Climb 
28.Fall 
5. Long · 
6. Sword 
7.Shy 
8. Crooked 
13. Teeming 
14. Fierce 
15. Mysterious 
16. Fat 
21. Furious 
22.Trail 
23. Juicy 
24. Blind 
29. United 
30.Found 
31.Mask 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
Inktober sparks student creativity 
. ,;111 , . . 
ALLY PARRETT that's not 9Jd'with school things it's rea]ly hard to be creative when full year. Sheffield saiq_producing 
student writer or, if you1e, a pro(mi9.nal, it's not· . y<;>o 9~ve no boun?:Jtjes,"'~~qy . new material every~day can be 
Inktober 2017 is a trend grad-
ually taking over Twitter and 
Instagram feeds this October. 
The trend began in 2009 by 
illustrator and cartoonist Jake 
Parker, according to his website. 
Parker said he wanted to develop 
better skills and habits in his 
drawing, so he started Inktober 
as a personal challenge. According 
to Parker's website, each day of· 
October one must create an ink 
drawing and post it online using 
the #inktober or #inktober2017. 
Since 2009, people everywhere 
have started participating in this 
creative challenge. 
Daniel Adams, chairman of the 
Department of Art and Design, 
has decided to not only encourage 
his fine art students to participate 
in Inktober, but also to grade them 
on their participation. Adams said 
to be intentionally creative every 
day manifests discipline in your 
practice of fine art professionally. 
"That's what the Inktober thing 
is about: having a personal project 
tprk,-rela~ . "ijiis_is fat you so said. ~I ~~ays try to fintl ways to difficul~, but he finds jnspiration 
'that yqu continue to develop as integrate music into nty art, and in activities like re,ading. • •. 
"an artist," Adams said. "1n (my) this just seemed like a really good "I try to read a little bit every 
. class, it has everytlvng ,to ~? with opportunity to challenge myself single day and sometimes either 
.a,grade, but everywhere' else if)s · to kind of be able to combine imagery used by a really good 
'just developing theJdis~ipline to the two." author or just characters from 
keep doing it." Junior Elijah Sheffield has the books kind of inspire or 
, Adams does not participate in been participating in his own spark a little train of thought," 
the prompts given by Inktober personal version oflnktober since Sheffield said. "It's literally just 
'but instead has crt;ated his ,own this past summer. Encouraged by putting my pen on the paper and 
theme that matches the theme an older member of men's social just hoping something eventually 
;¥,'hii. cla! s,~t church on Sunday_. club Knights Sheffi.dd challenged comes out because, for the most 
mbr,ajngs-] ~3;..ch day, his,creiti?n~. · <himself to draw and develop a part, it's really difficult ~o do it 
oar~ o,sm p~ ~,cript_u~ f°[!)![i the:. r eyv character every day for a every single day." 
NcwTeAanien~ referencin~ he~ -' : ·J, 
' ,-:,\ ,\ "-:'lJ ) •t,.,tf, . (,. ,,., ,J >t[• b ,:-i', ~_1' ~, 
·Hohr Q....iri\':A i: ' "' ~ ,. .. .,, · .;,_ • 
J l!'.'{f.., +,I .' f•'t·•> I . ""·J_,,,,, '• OFF 
., . Ju~igr.'gr~pn1 .f.le~1gtf ~'.aj_6t · .. 
Jake'M~Coy has £0.U9wed'in }}is' , ' , .,. 
~f6fessdr's_ examp1~ ~n.f~d.d~~ ' '::::~~ MAlllll·· ~ 
-his own spm to ,the1trertd.Hav- · ,_-.,... · a11Eiirisl° 
ing grown up with a passion for -~=--· 
mus~c,McCoy said he applies that Mm WM 
passion toward each prompt. So lllff cal 
far, he said the prompt of "run" _ ,_&. 
for Oct. 11 has been the most .... 
difficult. McCoy said tliat adding · 9 
limits to his creativity helps him FIRST COMMUNITY BANK 
with his inspiration. Wherecommu,my cowusfesL - ""' 
"A lot of times what I find is 2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy. • 800 E. Beebe Capps Expy. • 2801 E. Race St. 
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Zach Neal, dean of students, plays as the hotel owner in the Homecoming musical "Annie Get Your Gun." Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Glenn Dillard, and Senior Vice President Dr. James Carr will showcase their talents in the musical. 
Faculty feature talents in Homecoming musical 
RAIANNEMASON 
features editor 
This year's Homecoming musical, "Annie Get Your Gun" 
features a slew of well-known figures, Director Britton Lynn 
said. This list includes College C hurch of Christ pulpit min-
ister NoetWrutloc '.Ass1stanfVice Pfesi ent for nrollment 
Management Glenn Dillard, Dean of Students Z ach Neal 
and Senior Vice President James Carr. 
Neal and Whitlock will be playing named roles, as Foster 
Wilson and Pawnee Bill, respectively. 
"This is their first time to be on stage in this context," 
Lynn said. "Both of them have been up there for chapel, 
or up front of the College Church preaching, but this is a 
whole new experience." 
According to Neal, the difference is noticeable. 
'Tm definitely a rookie on the stage," Neal said. "(I'm) 
not sure my small stint as a member of the backstage crew 
in high school completely prepared me for this, but everyone 
has been very patient with my learning curve." 
In addition to the named parts, faculty members also 
have cameos showcasing what Lynn referred to as "unique 
or unusual talents." 
When reading the play Lynn was reminded of the dinner 
theater show the Dixie Stampede, which he first visited as 
a child. He felt there was a considerable amount of overlap 
in the music and talents featured in both and decided to 
add a circus scene to the play. Lynn sent an email to faculty 
and staff asking for circus skills. 
"I didn't even really know what I was looking for," Lynn 
said. "I laughingly put in the email that I would take fire-eaters 
Madison Vanderheiden 
Pi Theta Phi 
or sword-swallowers,just not knowing what I would get." 
Lynn said one of the responses in particular caught his eye. 
"When Dr. Carr specifically contacted me saying, ' I 
can crack a bull whip,' I honestly didn't know if he was 
serious or joking," Lynn said. "As senior vice president of 
the university, I'm sure he can figuratively crack a bull whip, 
(but) after a couple ays aiictp one calls baclc and forth if 
became apparent not only was he serious, he was invested. 
He wanted to do this." 
"I've always said we have incredible stu-
dents, and this opportunity allowed me to 
have a closer-than-front-row seat of their 
talent. It has truly been a blessing." 
-Zach Neal 
dean of students 
According to Carr, he learned how to crack a bull whip 
growing up, even though he lived in the city ofTallahassee, 
Florida. 
"It takes a little bit of skill not to hit yourself and put 
your eye out or something, but it's like riding a bicycle, once 
you learn to do it you can do it,'' Carr said. 
According to Carr, the 8-foot bull whip he will use in 
the show is now an old western antique, as the bull whips 
used currently are only about a foot in length. 
Another faculty member that responded to Lynn's email was 
Assistant Vice President for E nrollment Management Glenn 
Dillard, who will be riding his unicycle in the production. 
"I grew up riding a unicycle. I rQde it to school and around 
the neighborhood," D illard said. "So when an opportunity 
Katherine Stinnett 
Zeta Rho 
came up to assist in a production because of a not-so-popular 
talent, I wanted to do it. Seeing the amazement on people's 
faces is always fun." 
Lynn believes casting both students and faculty creates 
a unique and beneficial dynamic in the theater. 
"It gives students the chance to see the faculty who are 
casfin a completely ifferent context," Lynn said. 'It gives 
those faculty an opportunity to interact with students in a 
way that is not the dean's office." 
Neal agreed, saying he believed the musical allowed 
him to get a personal look at the hard work that goes into 
a theatrical production. 
"It has been a lot of fun spending time with the students," 
Neal said. "I've always said we have incredible students, and 
this opportunity allowed me to have a closer-than-front-row 
seat of their talent. It has truly been a blessing." 
Dillard found the opportunity to work alongside students 
inspiring. 
"It's amazing to see the inner-workings of such a major 
production," Dillard said. "Those who will have speaking 
and acting roles in the production do an incredible job, but 
all the behind the scenes work is astounding. Many talented 
people have spent many hours building sets, sewing costumes 
and hanging stage lights." 
According to Neal, they are most excited to share the 
production with all of the in- and out-of-town guests. 
"These students, whether onstage or behind the scenes, 
have poured their hearts into this production, and I can't 
wait for ail of them to be rewarded with giant applause," 
Neal said. "I strongly encourage everyone to buy a ticket and 
maybe give a courtesy clap to the bald guy who owns a hotel." 
Keslee Dunavin 
Ju Go Ju 
What is your major and where are you from? 
Social work major from Carolton, Texas Theatre major from St. Louis, Missouri Psychology major from Amarillo, Texas 
What is your favorite memory at Harding? 
The Global Missions Experienced that 
sparked my love for missions 
Taking a Good News Singers trip to Branson, 
Missouri, and singing at Silver Dollar City 
Being involved in Impact 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY and photos by M ACY PATE 
The Homecoming Queen finalists were voted on by the student body, and the winner will be crowned during the Homecoming football game tomorrow, Oct. 21. 
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Football through the jerseys; how Harding has changed 
Photos from 1959, 1985, 1991 Bison and STERLING MCMICHAEL I The Bison 
Left 1959: Co captain, (end) Jim Cltty (kneeling), and quarterbacks Lewis Walker and Jerry Smith model new golden uniforms Issued for the Bison's first grid contest on 
Alumni field with Itawamba Junior College from Fulton, Mississippi. Left middle 1985: Assistant coach Dirk Johnson discusses strategy with junior quarterback Mannie 
· Lowery during a game. Right middle 1991: Tommy Shoemaker discusses a play with Coach Ronnie Huckeba during a game against Northeastern Oklahoma. Right 
2017: Senior Zach Shelley runs up the field In the opening game against Henderson State In new grey uniforms. 
EMILY FAULKNER 
sports editor 
The Bisons football team received new jerseys this year. 
Jerseys are so much more than just a pi~ce of clothing - ask 
any player or coach and they will say th_at they are worn 
with great respect for the game and for Harding. 
Harding football started in 1924 and with that, many 
uniforms have come and gone. The program took a 28 
year break and restarted in 1959. · . 
. The older jerseys did not change ~s much or as often 
as more modern jerseys. During the 50s '?,qd 60s, the only 
color options were black and white·. " · 
"Back when I played in the 70s,_.the ]erseys were very 
. heavy," former head coach Ronnie Huckeba said. "We 
didn't have the lightweight stuff they.have today. They 
: were not good for circulating air or conducive to playing 
:. your best." · 
Huckeba played for the Bisons in the ?:Os and coached 
from the 80s through 2016. The 70s antf8'.0s offered more 
change, bringing in stripes on the sidesof the pants. 
DELILAH POPE 
asst. copy editor 
~ -'(· 
"A lot of people dream of going to other bigger schools 
away from home, but this is just where I've always wanted 
to go to school. I just wanted to follow the tradition and 
legacy that my family has here," senior wide receiver Kohl 
Blickenstaff said. 
Kohl Blickenstaff has been a part of the Harding football 
program since his freshman year in 2014, but his family 
has a Harding legacy that spans three generations. H is 
grandfather, Dr.Jim Citty, captained the 1959 and 1960 
Bisons football teams and was a member of Harding's first 
conference team. C itty moved his family to Searcy from 
DeQyeen, Arkansas, to serve as the Bisons football team's 
' family practice physician, a position he has held since 1975. 
"H e dearly loves Harding, and so how I was raised, I 
never considered going anywhere other than Harding," -
said Kellee Blickenstaff, daughter of Citty and mother of 
Kohl Blickenstaff. 
While her brothers played football for the university, 
Kellee Blickenstaff cheered on the H arding squad from 
1982-86 and ran on H arding's first women's track team 
from 1985-86. She has serveed as the cheer sponsor for 
the squad since 1998. It was during her time at Harding 
that she met her husband, Dr. Kyle Blickenstaff, former 
Harding quarterback and current orthopedic surgeon and 
sports medicine specialist for the Bisons. 
Kyle Blickenstaff was born and raised in Boise, Idaho. 
Throughout high school, he knew he wanted to play 
college football, and after visiting Harding his senior 
year, decided that Harding was the place for him. H e 
credited the quality of his Harding experience not only 
to his involvement in athletics, but to the quality of his 
relationships with friends, his wife and his extended family. 
"A lot of people dream of going to other 
bigger schools away from home, but 
this is just where I've always wanted 
to go to school, I just wanted to follow 
the tradition and legacy that my family 
has here." 
-Kohl Blickenstaff 
senior wide receiver 
"Other than my parents, the people closest to me, the 
people that are most influential in my life and the people 
that I hold most dear have essentially all been a result of 
my coming to H arding, and football was a big part of 
that," Kyle Blickenstaff said. "It brought me here, and it 
was a big part of my experience personally, and so those 
two are kind of one and the same for me, H arding and 
H arding football." · 
As H arding alumni, the Blickenstaffs have remained 
avid supporters of H arding's mission and athletics. Kellee 
and Kyle Blickenstaff raised their two children, Kad i 
(Blickenstaff) Bradley and Kohl Blickenstaff in Searcy, 
where they both attended H arding Academy, and later 
went on to attend the university, where they participated 
in cheer and football, respectively. Karli (Blickenstaff) 
"There's an interesting story of our senior year; it involves helping the confidence of the entire organization. It also 
our pants," Huckeba said. "We wanted new pants, and our plays a large factor into recruitment," Martin said. "I think 
coach said we needed to raise the money because it wasn't you'd be surprised on how many people factor the uniform 
in the budget. W e had a concert and charged $2 per person type into their decision-making of where they're going to 
in the Benson Auditorium. They wanted a football player play collegiate football. " 
to get up and sing, so I got up there on stage, a!1(l ¥le raised · Now, with the addition of the alternative grey uniform, 
enough money to pay for the uniforms. 'We· "'°re those the Bisons have 24 jersey, pant and helmet combinations. 
my last year - they were gold pants and: a white jersey. The team typically wears the all black combination, all white 
When I played, those meant the most to me." , ' ' .or all grey. Sometimes, but not often, they will wear the 
The coaches are in charge of g~tting the unifo~ms, but black jersey and gold pants or the white jersey with gold 
players often have a say in what colors or type they want. pants. The team also has black and gold helmets. 
Huckeba's story is unique because· the football does not • But e;en with the numerous uniform combinations 
do anything lik~ this for uniforms npw. · · they have to offer, Harding football is still focusing on 
The biggest change in jerseys really carp.~ from the 90s what matters most - the brotherhood. 
to the 2000s, when "Harding" was printed on the jerseys "There's H arding culture, and then there is Harding 
and gold pants were becoming more popular. football culture, which is a brotherhood. The coaches 
Kelvin Martin is ,a H arding alumnus who played at Harding lay the foundation of the culture," M artin 
quarterback from 2010 to 2014. Martin says one of his said. "The coaches want you to be a great football player 
favorite uniforms during his time here was the black jersey but even more than that , they want, to show you how to 
with the white sleeve; even though he never got to play in it. become a man, how to be a great husband and how to be 
"All of the jerseys.and equipment play a large role in a great father." 
~---· 
'· ~ _, 
Hai-ding f oothall 
Courtesy of the Blickenstaff family 
Kyle Blickenstaff, Kellee Blickenstaff, Kohl Blickenstaff, Karli Blickenstaff Bradley and husband Ben 
Bradley represent three generations of Harding. Senior wide receiver Kohl Blickenstaff hopes to 
continue this Harding legacy with his own children one day. 
Bradley graduated from the H arding physician's assis-
tantprogram in December 2016, and said that her parents' 
support of H arding athletics during her childhood was 
one of the biggest influences which encouraged her to 
follow in their footsteps. 
"I just liked being involved with the team ana I loved 
being at football games and basketball games," Karli 
(Blickenstaff) Bradley said. "I just really liked being able 
to be at the school and support the athletics, because I 
had grown up just watching it all, and I really wanted 
to be a part myself." 
While the Blickenstaffs have maintained their in-
volvement in sports over the years, they h ave ensured 
that Christian faith be at the center of their lives. T hat 
was a concept which they modeled for their children. 
"If we were traveling with soccer, we always went in 
our shin guards and cleats and jeans and rain boots, and 
we found a church and went wherever we were," Kellee 
Blickenstaff said. 
As Kohl Blickenstaff and Karli Blickenstaff Bradley 
consider their futures as alumni and future alumni, 
they each echoed a similar desire to continue the legacy 
established by their family. 
"This school's meant a lot to me and my family as a 
whole," Kohl Blickenstaff said. "Hopefully my kids will 
want to come here and get to play ball." 
Karli (Blickenstaff) Bradley said she looks forward 
to watching her children appreciate H arding in cheer 
uniforms, basketball jerseys and football jerseys, whether 
or not they attend H arding, although she hopes that 
they will. 
"It's just something special, and my parents have 
just embraced and loved it. I hope that I can give back 
the like my parents have," Karli (Blickenstaff) Bradley 
said. "I hope my kids will want to go there in the future 
because I had such an awesome time there." 
... 
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Freshmen take lead in musical, year of 'firsts' 
NATALIE SMITH 
head web editor 
The Department of Theatre is wel-
coming two new faces to the Benson 
stage in this year's Homecoming musi-
cal, "Annie Get Your Gun." Freshmen 
Allie Scott and Max Ross will take the 
stage for the first time as the leading 
roles Annie Oakley and Frank Butler. 
This is the first time in Harding's 
history that the two leading roles in 
the Homecoming musical have been 
portrayed by freshmen. 
Although they are new to the the-
ater program, director Britton Lynn 
said that he never had any doubt in 
the newcomers' ability to take hold of 
these challenging roles. 
prehensive at first, having never done 
anything like this before. 
"This is a year of firsts," Lynn said. 
"It's my first time directing the Home-
coming musical. When we got into 
the process, there were a lot of things 
that we said, 'well, w~'ll do it this way 
because this is the way it's always been 
done.' But because there were a bunch 
of new people, we thought, 'maybe we 
can do it differently; maybe we can try 
something new." 
Both Scott and Ross said they are 
excited for this opportunity during 
their first year at Harding. 
"It was really different to come into 
my first semester of college and to kind 
of have a leadership position, especially 
in a department that I imagine myself 
spending quite a bit of time in the 
next four years," Ross said. "I thrive 
on a busy schedule so coming in and 
jumping straight into something was 
a really nice way to transition into 
college and to adapt to being so far 
away from home." 
"Annie Oakley is very fiery, she's 
very sassy, she's very direct," Scott said. 
~She goes for what she wants and she 
figures out a way to make it happen, 
and that's very inspiring to me." 
Scott also says that portraying a 
historical figure has been a new and 
exciting experience. 
"It almost makes it more mean-
ii:igful," Scott said. "I'm portraying 
someone who actually lived and who 
was breaking the stereotypes of women 
shooting guns back in the 1800s and 
being really good at it. She's pushing 
a lot of stereotypes and changing 
American culture." 
Both Ross and Scott say that they 
want their experiences to inspire other 
new students to plunge headfirst into 
theater at Harding. 
MACY PATE I The Bison 
Freshmen Allie Scott and Max Ross portray An-
nie Oakley and Frank Butler in "Annie Get Your 
Gun." This is the first time Harding has ever had 
freshman leads in the Homecoming musical. 
"We've never cast freshmen as leads 
before simply because we hold auditions 
in the spring before the musical in the 
fall," Lynn said. "The freshmen aren't 
on campus ... This year, as we started 
the audition process for the leads, it 
was at almost the same time that we 
were auditioning our freshman class 
for scholarships ... and as we were 
looking at the different talent pools 
we thought, 'I wonder if we should 
look at a freshman.'" 
Lynn said the department was ap-
Scott, an active participant in the-
ater since the age of 6, is playing the 
principle role in the production and 
she says she could not be more excited 
to portray such a strong and vibrant 
character. 
"I would just encourage people 
who've thought about doing theater but 
are hesitant. I'd definitely say to do it," 
Scott said. "One of my favorite things 
about acting is being a storyteller and 
getting to put myself into somebody 
else's shoes. It really helps with empathy 
and seeing things from other people's 
perspective. Through understanding a 
character, you can gain real life skills 
about understanding people, and I 
think that's incredibly valuable." 
Photos by MACY PATE and courtesy of 1976 Petit Jean Yearbook 
In the 1975 rendition of "Annie Get Your Gun" Pam Paul and Tom Lawson portrayed the characters of Annie Oakley and Frank Butler. In the 2017 produc-
tion freshmen Allie Scott and Max Ross add their own spin to the same characters. 
Musical, continued from lA--------------------
"It deals with how we treat one and oth-
er, no matter what our ethnic background 
is," Stockstill said. "It shows that you need 
humility when given great talent. However, 
this one isn't overly preachy. For those of us 
who are Christians - it infuses everything 
we do." 
Due to the evolving language regarding 
civil rights, the musical's script underwent 
alterations throughout the years, often on 
Harding's stage. Director Britton Lynn 
noted the necessity for change. 
"The 1946 production was problematic. 
It's views on race relations were very out of 
date,"Lynn said. "It was updated in the 90s, 
and scenes were added to still deal with the 
issue. They became more of a commentary of 
5 
how stereotyping impacts individual people." 
Another welcome change came in the 
form of an increased production budget 
that enabled the production team to create 
an atmosphere of spectacle. 
"The design concept was of a Wild West 
show, a circus, and the Dixie Stampede," 
Stockstill said. "It also has humor, good 
singing, charming characters, surprise 
guest artists. It's part of the Homecoming 
experience." 
Harding's 2017 Homecoming production 
is complex, with a tenured past. Though it 
touches on social issues, Lynn maintained 
that it is not simply social commentary. 
"The social commentary in the production 
is just another layer. It's not a play about 
4 
7 
9 
10 
12 
Across: 
2. Cliff Clifton 
5. Home of Tennessee's bisons ,e 
7. Housing for alumni 
8. Don't walk through here alone 
12. Albert's American relatives sell bagels 
13. The prize of Harding's fishing team 
15. Previous president's spelling challenge 
16. This dorm, not the chapel, was recently renovated 
Down: 
1. Subject family of the Harding Read 
3. Sharpshooting musical star 
social issues,"Lynn said." It's about learning 
to play nicely with other people. It's about 
what it means to share and to serve." 
"{The musical) has humor, good 
singing, charming characters, sur-
prise guest artists. It's part of the 
homecoming experience." 
-Cindee Stockstill 
producer 
What makes the play a success, regardless 
of differences in production or dialogue, is 
its message: to love others. 
"Our director was giving us notes after a 
big rehearsal, saying, The core of the show is 
'what greater love is this, to lay down one's 
e 
8 
15 
2 3 
11 
13 
4. Men's Frisbee team and the subject of the 
last book 
6. Sung aboµt abQvQ-average grace · :· , 
9. Fifty-cent' days.draw studerits-~ere , .'' 
10. African missions· team funded by coffee 
11 . Presley's song about blue shoes wasn't 
about this building. 
14. Harding's haunted building 
life for their friends?'" Scott said. "'Love is 
a service to somebody.' Annie and Frank 
really go through that in the show." 
"Annie Get Your Gun" appeals to many 
people for many different reasons; some for 
its commentary on relevant social issues, 
others for its comedy, and still others for 
its timeless romance. Differences in beliefs 
and acceptable practices diversify its past. 
However, its message unites viewers across 
the ages. 
"'Annie Get Your Gun' is a classic American 
musical. Everyone can relate to having a first 
love," Scott said. "But, not the worldly kind 
oflove that media and culture project. It's 
that Godly, sacrificial love. It's unconditional. 
It's love that conquers all." 
Key to crossword can be found at 
www.thelink.harding.edu. 
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Louella Etchison brings beauty to Harding 
JAISAHOGUE 
opinions editor 
When groundskeeper Louella Etchison 
started at Harding eight years ago, her main 
job was pulling weeds. Today, she works as 
head gardener for the First Ladies Garden 
and cares for several other plants around 
campus. 
Having grown up with a Mennonite 
grandmother and gardening family, Etchison 
said she fell right into place. 
"My (parents) always raised gardens, and 
my job was to get the weeds out ofit before 
they came home from work," Etchison said. 
"(My grandmother) would plop me down 
while she tended the garden, and I've been 
hanging out in them ever since I was 4." 
Vice President of Alumni and Parent 
Relations Liz Howell and Etchison both 
said that they bonded over their mutual 
love for gardening and have now become 
very close friends. Howell described the 
two of them as kindred spirits in their love 
for God's creations. 
"My husband is usually the first person I 
talk to every day," Howell said. "The second 
person I talk to is Louella." 
According to Howell, guests that come 
in from all over the country, and even the 
world, complement Etchison's work in the 
gardens. Howell said it is apparent simply by 
walking through the garden that Etchison 
loves her job and, to her, it is more of a 
passion than an occupation. 
"Whether it's hot or whether it's cold, 
she's out there in the elements taking care 
of it," Howell said. "The Harding campus 
is one of the most beautiful campuses that 
I've ever seen, and it's because of the men 
and women who care and take care of the 
beauty that God has blessed us with." 
Etchison said the knowledge behind 
gardening is extremely important. She 
said she does a lot of research day to day 
and that she enjoys the science of her job 
more than anything else. She also said the 
trick to gardening is learning what a plant 
needs in order to help it do its best in the 
environment it's in; she compared it to a 
university providing adequate education 
to students. 
"Plants are living things," Etchison said. 
"And they all have needs. You learn their 
needs and they'll perform for you ... Just 
like education with students, if you give 
them the best then they will flourish." 
According to Etchison, the tightly-knit 
team in the Physical Resources Department 
works together to care for the plants and 
campus grounds. Every member of the 
department has their own specialty. 
"We discuss just about every plant on 
this campus and we know them," Etchison 
said. "Liz Howell laughs at me and she says, 
'you know every leaf in this garden,' but I 
told her that I would." 
A plant must be compatible with the 
soils and the zone it is planted in in order 
for it to survive. Etchison said that she, 
along with the other groundskeepers, does 
a lot to maintain an ecofriendly garden and 
allow the plants to flourish. 
Etchison said that some of the soil in 
the area surrounding the garden was a soil 
that is devoid of weed seeds. Although it 
kept weeds to a minimum, it also lacked 
nutrients, so she has spent the last two 
years putting nutrients back into the soil. 
Etchison said they also account for the 
abundance of water in Searcy soil due to 
rainfall by laying gravel underneath the 
root systems of certain plants. 
· Etchison also focuses on bringing new 
and unique plants to Harding. She said that 
before she arrived, there was little variety 
RYANN HEIM I The Bison 
Groundskeeper Louella Etchison serves as the head gardener for the First 
Ladies Garden located between Stephens and Shores Dormitories. 
and the plants had been the same for years. 
Now, the campus is full of flowers and trees 
that are new to Harding. 
"I think the garden is really something 
that people overlook," senior Emily Green 
said. "They say 'oh, that's a nice garden,'but 
they don't really stop to think about how 
there are people that put a lot of work and 
money into that to make campus more 
beautiful for us." · ... . 
Green lives in Shores Hall right next 
to the First Ladies Garden and, while she 
had reservations about the garden at first, 
she said it has now become her favorite 
part of campus. 
"I will admit, when the garden was first 
being started I thought it was a waste of 
money," Green said. "But after I've seen 
the work, I see that it's really pretty, and 
the work she's done with it is absolutely 
amazing." 
Etchison said the main focus now is on 
the secret garden located beside the out-
door classroom. She said their goal for this 
garden is to make it a special place where 
students can come to reflect and pray or to 
have a peaceful lunch or conversation with 
a friend. Etchison said she enjoys seeing 
students use the gardens because that is 
what they are for. 
"The use in the garden on the weekends 
is amazing, and I just love it," Etchison said. 
"The students are using it, and they respect 
the grounds. I don't have to pick trash up 
for hours when I come back on Mondays. I 
really am proud of the students at Harding 
University to see that, and I really appreciate 
it - I honestly do." 
Remembering Billy Joe, distinguished alumni 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO 
editor-in-chief 
They met in 1959. Billy Joe Thrasher had 
just finished football practice and walked 
into the Benson Auditorium to watch the 
cheerleader tryouts with his teammates. 
Barbara Godsey was a freshman. She was 
a cheerleader for her high school in Little 
Rock and wanted to continue cheering for 
Harding. When Barbara took the stage and 
performed a cheer, Billy Joe leaned over to 
his teammate and whispered, "That's the 
girl I'm going to marry." 
Billy Joe worked as a server in the cafe-
teria, where he initiated their relationship. 
"When I would come through the line, 
he would say something cute to me or 
something funny," Barbara said. "He finally 
asked me for a date, and we had our first 
date Oct. 12, I think it was. He was a big 
flirt - always a smile, always something 
funny coming out of his mouth." 
Billy Joe and Barbara dated soon after. 
Barbara transferred universities after that 
year, moving back home to Little Rock with 
respect to her parents who said they did not 
send her to school for an "M -R-S degree." 
Billy Joe continued and graduated from 
Harding in 1961. He and Barbara married 
Aug. 27, 1961. They moved to Alabama, 
Billy Joe's home state, where he taught 
physical education. During their nearly 60 
years together, Billy Joe and Barbara both 
worked in several schools and various states. 
On Sept. 29, Billy Joe died just before a 
ceremony for the Colwnbia Academy Sports 
Photo courtesy of BARBARA THRASHER 
Barbara and Dr. Billy Joe Thrasher enjoy a Homecoming football game at 
First Security Statium on Oct. 18, 2014. The couple was chosen for the 2017 
Distinguished Alumni Award. 
Hall of Fame, for which he was waiting to 
be inducted. According to Liz Howell, vice 
president of alumni and parent relations, 
Billy Joe was an avid football player and 
played for the first team after Harding's 
28-year break in collegiate football. 
Billy Joe was recruited to play for Harding 
by Chancellor Emeritus Clifton L. Ganus 
at Florida College. At the time, Billy Joe 
had not played since junior high, when he 
played for the high school varsity team in 
his school district. He had given up the 
sport to ;i.tt end a Christian high school 
which did not offer football. 
"Football was such a big part of his life, 
but when he became a Christian he gave it 
up," Howell said. "Then we always hear the 
story about God always provides - well 
God always provided for him. He was a 
good man." 
Since becoming a Christian at the age 
ofl 7, Billy Joe preached at small congrega-
tions for the rest of his life. He and Barbara 
participated in several mission trips and 
enjoyed serving. In 2014, Billy Joe wanted 
to give back to Harding in honor of Ganus 
and 1959 head football coach Carl Allison. 
H e facilitated a fundraiser with his Harding 
football teammates and donated the current 
football scoreboard. 
"They are giving people," Howell said. 
"Because Dr. Thrasher had the idea, we were 
able to make it happen, and that's definitely 
a part of his legacy." 
While working at Green Country Chris-
tian Academy in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Billy 
Joe met Debbie Howard, Harding History 
House coordinator. She had graduated from 
Harding that summer, and Billy Joe offered 
Howard her first job. 
"He interviewed me one week after my 
graduation from Harding and hired me on 
the spot at the end the interview," Howard 
said. "It gave a shy, insecure, young 22-year-
old quite a boost of confidence. I will be 
forever grateful." 
Billy Joe and Barbara Thrasher are the · 
recipients of the 2017 Harding Distinguished 
Alumni Award. The alumni awards will be 
presented tonight, Oct. 20 during the Black 
and Gold banquet. Barbara will accept the 
award along with her two children Tim 
and Christy Thrasher, who are also alumni. 
"Dr. Thrasher and Barbara have had 
Harding and a love for Harding in their 
blood since they were students here,"Howard 
said. "They were a Christian team in every 
sense of the word. It has always been an 
honor to know them. Besides their love 
for Harding, it was their love and devotion 
to each other that was also very inspiring." 
Ho me coming Dedi~ati ons · -~--=-·.:::: 
Betty Ann Watson 
Education Resource Center 
Friday, Oct. 20 
To be held in the Thornton Education · 
Center 334 today at 4 p.m. Betty Ann Watson 
taught in the Harding University Department 
of Education for 43 years. During this time, 
she won the Outstanding Teacher Award tine 
times, retiring the award as a Distinguished 
Professor. 
.., 
Dr. Joe and Bessie Mae 
Pryor Tower 
Saturday, Oct. 21 
To be held in the First Ladies Garden located 
across from Starbucks on Saturday at 11 a.m. 
Dr. Joe Pryor was heavily involved in the Harding 
community, serving as professor of science, dean 
for Harding College and more. He received several 
awards, some of which included the 20th Century 
Christian Educator and the Outstanding Educator 
of America Award. Bessie Mae Pryor also served 
the Harding community in many ways, including 
acting as sponsor for women's social club Regina • 
Nicholas Smith Recreational 
Area at Gin Creek 
Saturday, Oct. 21 
To be held behind the Ganus Athletic 
Center (GAC) on Saturday at 1 p.m. Nicholas 
Smith was a senior youth and family ministry 
major who died March 7, 2015 at the age 
of 21. Smith was a member of Beta Omega 
Chi men's social club. 
